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Following years of declining market share, General Motors in line with Ford Motor Company
sought to exit heavy-truck manufacturing. After struggling to enter joint ventures or sell the
rights to its product line, the company ended production of the Kodiak and TopKick in For the
model year, after a ten-year hiatus, General Motors re-entered the conventional medium-duty
truck segment. The model line was offered in single and tandem-axle configurations as both a
straight truck and as a semitractor. Following the withdrawal of Chevrolet from the Class 8 truck
segment after , the Kodiak became the largest truck offered by the Chevrolet division. As
before, two-door and four-door configurations were offered; a raised-roof cab became optional
during the s. Over its thirteen-year production run, the GMT platform underwent relatively few
changes; as airbags were not required in medium-duty trucks, the design interior was retained
through the entire production run. As an option, a lower-profile "aerodynamic" hood became an
option not offered on severe-service or school bus applications. Gasoline engines were offered
as standard equipment, with diesel engines as an option. The standard gasoline engine was a 6.
In , the 7. From to , the GMT was assembled in Brazil using components imported from Mexico,
built to Mexican specifications. All Brazil-market examples were produced with the Caterpillar
diesel engine. To better compete with the better-selling International DuraStar and Freightliner
Business Class M2 medium-duty truck ranges, the GMT trucks switched to a vertically-oriented
cab configuration to allow for a lower cab floor, increased cab space, and better entry and exit.
During its production, the GMT was produced with few changes. With the exception of grilles,
Kodiaks and TopKicks are nearly identical; depending on trim, versions are produced with
either two or four headlights. Diesel engines were standard on Cs and up, with the 7. In place of
independent front suspension used on the series pickup trucks , the GMT 4x4s used a solid
front axle suspension. Powered by a 6. For , Isuzu released a conventional-cab truck, named the
Isuzu H-Series. Intended largely for vocational use, the Isuzu H-Series was marketed as a
competitor for the Hino and Freightliner M2. As of the model year, the H-Series is the first and
only conventional-cab truck sold by Isuzu. After four years of working with multiple potential
buyers, including an anticipated five-year deal with Isuzu Motors announced late in January to
take over the production line in Flint, Michigan , [12] General Motors decided to wind down its
medium-duty truck operations. The Montreal plant also closed on July 31, At the Work Truck
Show in Indianapolis, Indiana, General Motors launched a new line of medium-duty trucks for
the model year. In a shift from previous generations of medium-duty trucks, the model line is
sold exclusively by Chevrolet, as GMC is shifting towards away from commercial fleet sales and
focusing its premium Denali model lines. While the GM chassis was not offered to other
manufacturers, Blue Bird offered other available combinations Ford B, International , and the
later Freightliner FS65 for an additional price. The pairing of manufacturer and chassis supplier
would become common through the s in school bus manufacturing, but after , General Motors
would become unable to remain a chassis supplier. The two shared a number of similarities,
such as the options included in their premium packages a powerful audio system and
DVD-based navigation system. This special version features an 8-foot 2. This vehicle serves as
the alternate mode for the character Ironhide in the first three Transformers films. Entering
service in , a second generation of "Cadillac One" limousines entered service. Wearing an
updated version of Cadillac bodywork though again not derived from a specific model line , [20]
the vehicle is again derived from a medium-duty GMT diesel truck chassis. Both the former and
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the model line was a variant of medium-duty trucks marketed under the Chevrolet and GMC
nameplates. The B-series was constructed as a cowled-chassis design; also known as an
incomplete vehicle, all bodywork aft of the firewall was produced by a second-stage
manufacturer. While primarily used for school bus applications, General Motors offered the
chassis for multiple commercial and specialty uses. Following production, the B-series was
discontinued as GM concentrated on bus production derived from cutaway cabs. Until its
discontinuation, the medium-duty GMT chassis was used for bus applications only in a cutaway
configuration. Although using a stronger frame and suspension, much of the bodywork was
shared. With the exception of divisionally-produced engines, the Chevrolet and GMC
medium-duty trucks were largely identical to one another. Consequently, the conventional-type
school bus chassis used for both divisions were largely the same. As with the previous
generation, the design was a rear-hinged "alligator"-design hood. The division offered its

conventional school bus chassis with Chevrolet-produced engines, including the inline-6
replaced by the inline-6 , V8, and V8. In , the powertrain lineup was modified, as all GMC-built
engines were dropped alongside all diesel engines. A forerunner of both the GMC Brigadier and
GMC General , the H-series trucks featured an all-steel front fascia with a center-hinged
"butterfly" hood for engine access. The heavy-duty GMC school bus chassis remained in use by
the division for , before both divisions consolidated designs for For , a second generation was
introduced, consolidating conventional trucks and cowled bus chassis for the first time.
Codenamed B6, the redesign was again shared by both Chevrolet and GMC, differing only in
grille design. From the drivers' compartment, the B6 chassis shared the steering column with
its predecessor with nearly the same instrument panel. In a major design change, the
rear-hinged hood was replaced by a standard front-hinged tilting hood, allowing improved
engine access. The 6. In , the 8. The "semi-forward control" design would be developed further
by GM with the Thomas Vista , another bus that would use a GM B-series chassis during its
production. After producing the second-generation B-series chassis through , GM skipped the
model year entirely, with the first GMT bus chassis marked as production. While fitted with a
lower hoodline than its predecessor, the chassis was fitted with a much larger grille; only
divisional badging differentiated Chevrolet and GMC versions from each other. For , the GMT
platform was replaced by the GMT medium-duty architecture, ending production of the
third-generation B-series by the end of For bus applications, the GMT chassis was developed
for use as a cutaway-cab vehicle; while some were bodied as school buses, most examples saw
use in commercial applications, competing against the Freightliner M2 and Ford F In line with its
predecessor, the third-generation B-series was offered with a range of gasoline and diesel
engines. The 7. As part of the GMT revision, the 6. As gasoline engines fell out of favor in large
school buses during the s, GM would become the final manufacturer to offer a full-size bus
chassis with a gasoline-fuel engine, with the 8. Alongside the standard gasoline V8, the GMT
was offered with multiple diesel engine offerings as an option. Initially offered with the
Caterpillar inline-6, the Caterpillar inline-6 became an option in The GMT chassis was offered
with 5 or 6-speed manual transmissions, along with multiple Allison automatic transmissions.
The model line was also offered with multiple options for alternative-fuel configurations. Prior to
, the General Motors cowled bus chassis was available for use to any bus body manufacturer.
That year, GM entered a supply and marketing agreement with body manufacturer Blue Bird ;
for the next 10 years, Blue Bird became the exclusive manufacturer to body the then-new GMT
cowled chassis, naming the result the Blue Bird CV The supply agreement was among a series
of s mergers and acquisitions between body manufacturers and chassis suppliers of school
buses. Coinciding with its declining share of medium-duty truck production, the agreement
would cripple the market share of GM as a supplier of full-size cowled bus chassis. After failing
to renew its supply agreement with Blue Bird in , General Motors was effectively shut out of
full-size chassis production, as both body manufacturers competing with Blue Bird were wholly
owned by the largest competitors of GM in the medium-duty segment. For production, Blue Bird
introduced the Blue Bird Vision , marking the first cowled-chassis school bus to use a
proprietary chassis not shared with a medium-duty truck. While used nearly exclusively for
school bus use, the B-series chassis was adapted for a wide variety of uses by body
manufacturers, ranging from bookmobiles to police buses. In the school bus industry, the
General Motors chassis was popular for its wide range of engines. During the s and s, its
continued use of gasoline engines remained popular, as the powerplants were sometimes used
as the basis for conversion to alternative fuels, including LPG propane and CNG compressed
natural gas. Following the chassis and supply agreement between General Motors and Blue
Bird in , the B series was bodied exclusively by that company, nearly exclusively as a school
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